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I can’t tell you anymore than this: The Bush regime’s invasion and  occupation of Iraq, based on
lies, was illegitimate, unjust, and immoral  from the start.  Barack Obama’s announcement
yesterday that the “war is  over” is wrong on so many levels.  For those on the ground, the 
millions in Iraq, and the one million US military sent there, it won’t  end.

  

The wealthiest country and military in the world leaves behind  billions of dollars worth of
trashed equipment, and civil and physical  society in shambles.

  

A young soldier, Bradley Manning, formerly stationed in Iraq, will begin a court martial Friday
at Ft. Meade, because the U.S. military claims he released classified information about the war
to Wikileaks.

  

But today, the New York Times reports  that 400 pages of classified documents on the
interrogation of U.S.  Marines about the notorious massacre of civilians in Haditha, in 2006 
were

  
  

discovered along with reams of other classified  documents, including military maps showing
helicopter routes and radar  capabilities, by a reporter for The New York Times at a junkyard
outside  Baghdad. An attendant was burning them as fuel to cook a dinner of  smoked carp.
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http://www.bradleymanning.org/news/march-rally-for-bradley-during-pre-trial-hearing
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/15/world/middleeast/united-states-marines-haditha-interviews-found-in-iraq-junkyard.html?_r=1&amp;hp
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  Aftermath of U.S. Marine killing of civilians, Haditha, Iraq, 2006    Shaun Mullen, a columnist for The Moderate Voice comments    That the true story of the 2005 massacre of 20 Iraqi  civilians, including an elderly man in awheelchair and women and  children, has finally come out because an Iraqi was usingtranscripts of  secret interviews with the Marines involved to cook dinner is a fitting  coda to anearly nine-year war that officially ended today.    Says Leon Panetta, current Secretary of Defense for the Obama administration about the waron Iraq    “the cost was high — in blood and treasure of the United  States, and also for the Iraqi people.But those lives have not been  lost in vain — they gave birth to an independent, free andsovereign  Iraq.”    Say what? from 7 of the 8 Iraq veterans CNN interviewed  who were deployed to Iraq duringthe war.  Their one sentence pull-outs mirror everything I’ve heard over 8 years:  “I don’t think that the gravity of what we were doing ever really hit me.” Emily Trageser, Army  “We removed one corruption and replaced Saddam with officials who were just as murderousand evil.”  Nicholas Panzera, Army  “I lost everything.  My wife, my place to live, my friends, and the future I had once seen.”  MarcLoiselle, Army  “I have never felt more proud in my life to be a part of something.” Tyler, Army, who is currentlyin Iraq shutting down bases.  “Although we did depose a dictator, we ruined the country in the process.”  Eric Sofge, Army  “The principle excuse to invade Iraq to discover WMD was a  non-starter from the get-go.” Jeffrey Tracey, biological weapons  inspector  “None of us could see a reason why we were still there.  And it just  kept going on and on.” JimLewandowski, South Dakota National Guard  “I don’t know any soldiers that really have a positive view on any of it.”  Spencer Alexander,Army  It’s not over, people.  The U.S. is ready to send troops back to  Iraq, and will keep thousands onthe border of Kuwait.  The ceremony is  only for public consumption.  
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http://themoderatevoice.com/131972/secret-haditha-massacre-documents-are-a-fitting-coda-to-the-iraq-war/
http://www.cnn.com/2011/12/15/world/meast/iraq-ireporter-stories/?hpt=hp_c1

